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WATCH ME!



Character 
Integrity

● Character Integrity is one of the most important values of 
AMoM.

● Used to encompass all of the different elements that work 
together to keep the magic alive for all the children, 
hospitals, and organizations we service. 

● The children that we service are likely to have met or will 
meet the same character whether it be in past 
experiences, through other businesses, or on wish trips.

● On the other end, some children will not have the ability to 
get their wishes granted and deserve the same experience 
they would in the parks.

Character integrity essentially means that 
the characters we provide are real



ACTIVITY



Improving acting Skills

Practice, practice, 
practice!

Fill out acting sheets

Study similar 
characters



ACTIVITY



Characters Mannerisms and Posing

Watch the 
character’s media

Pick apart 
Mannerisms

Study Cosplayers 
and Character 

Database

Have an Arsenal 
of Poses

Identify key focal 
points

Do Practice 
Scenarios



ACTIVITY



Character’s Vocal Technique, Accent and Dialogue
● Listen to the characters speak over and over
● Listen to practice voices on Youtube outside of just your character
● Study what makes your character’s voice different
● Study the placement of your character’s voice
● How fast does your character speak?
● Record yourself and listen back
● Have practice conversations
● Print out their monologue and study it
● Practice diction
● Warm up before a visit
● Commit to the character’s voice
● Be confident and enthusiastic 



ACTIVITY



Character Singing

Warm up and practice

Listen to character’s 
singing voice and try to 

replicate it

Know the words!

Be confident, 
enthusiastic, engaging, 
and have fun!



ACTIVITY



The Proper Princess
★ Posture: These characters have very distinct posture. Their head is level as if 

holding a book.
★ Their shoulders are back but not up as to keep their frame delicate. 
★ Standing: They would never lean on any other person or object.
★ Movement: They are often seen as more physically rigid characters so much of 

their movement in in there arms.
★ Sitting: When these characters are sitting their backs will never touch the back of 

the chair and their ankles would always be crossed.
★ Walking: When they walk the seem to float. 
★ Twirling: These characters will twirl gracefully with arms extended out

This includes Ariel, Aurora, Belle, Cinderella, Elsa, Snow White, etc.



Formal Prince
Posture - Think big

Standing - Your feet should be about shoulder width apart 
giving you a strong foundation. 

Movement -  All movements should be intentional

Walking -  You take calm sure steps with a rather long step 
length. Everywhere you walk you walk with a purpose.

Beast/Prince Adam, Prince 
Charming, Prince Eric, Prince 
Hans, Prince Philip, Hercules



The Improper Princess
Posture: These characters also have impeccable posture. Their shoulders 
go back and slightly up.

Standing: They can rest with their hands on their hips or even cross their 
arm. 

Movement: They are often expressive throughout their whole body. 

 Walking: When these princesses walk they have spring in their step 
(Anna, Giselle, Merida) or a sultriness about them (Jasmine, Esmeralda) or 
Powerful and determined (Pocahontas, Elena, Tiana).

Twirling: Not all of these girls would twirl but those that do may do it a 
little clumsily (Anna, Rapunzel, Merida) With the exception of Elena and 
Esmeralda who would twirl gracefully as they are dancers.

Anna, Elena, 
Giselle, Jasmine, 
Merida, 
Pocahontas, Tiana,
Esmeralda etc.



Informal Prince
Posture: While this posture will be big they often have one 
shoulder dropped to create the attitude of these characters

Standing: Standing with your arms crossed otr hands on 
your hips

Movement: Movements should be sure and grand they 
tend to be showmen

Walking: Establish a sort of swagger. These characters are 
often overly confident

Aladdin, Flynn Rider, 
Kristoff, Prince Naveen, 
Tarzan



Fairies + Child-Like Characters
Posture: It is very similar to the proper princesses as you want to appear smaller. 
Shoulders back in a delicate manner.

Standing: Some are spunkier and because of that are encouraged to use their hips, 
cross their arms and such. Others should have more flowy, soft resting poses.

Movement: No matter the energy, your movements should reflect that as fairies
are always excited about almost everything.

Walking: Be aware of how you walk as your feet are visible. Do not drag your feet but 
try to step as softly as you can almost tip toeing. When practicing think ‘toe, heel”.

Fairies, Wendy, Alice, Vanellope, etc



Superheroes
Posture: Think big. Shoulders out and back. Strong 
stance.

Standing: Feet should almost always be set wide

Movement: Move in a way to which you have 
control and power. Try to give off the vibe that
you are completely confident in every move you 
make.

Walking: Pay attention to your feet as they are 
exposed.



Pirates
Posture: They have the most relaxed posture of 
the characters, but they still stand tall

Standing: Cross your arms, use your hips 

Movement: Think swinging motions

Walking: Develop a swagger. 



Star Wars Characters
Posture: Most of these characters are powerful and confident. It should 
be see in their stance.

Standing: Use your hips.

Movement: Move like every move matters

Walking: Walk with a purpose. 



Pre-Visit Routine: Getting into character
● Know that by practice and learning, you are getting better for the 

kids.
● There’s always more to learn
● come up with a pre-visit ritual that is unique and helpful to you
● You were chosen for a reason!!!!!
● Get creative to get into your character’s mindset
● Remember that kids are forgiving
● Remember the mission of the organization and give your all to it.



ACTIVITY
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